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A few words from Fred

In the beginning there was nothing. Life was dull and grey. Responsibility and economic security ruled the
land. Fantasy gaming was but a pinball machine at the local bowling alley. But then someone hit upon an idea, an
idea so new that it threatened to add bright radical color to our lives forever. Its name was Chainmail, a game so
different from Monopoly or Twister that it had to be experienced to be believed. It was new and adventurous and
spanned the greater portion of the known imagination. Lo and behold mothers everywhere were dubious, to say the
least. But as time passed, Chainmail, like any other Christmas present around New Years, had lost its luster, and
mothers nationwide secretly rejoiced. A new and more rewarding experience was needed; and so TSR, in its infinite
wisdom, decided to increase sales by publishing a fantasy supplement to Chainmail 1. It was nice, but its luster soon
faded as well.

By then, at the College of St. Thomas in 1968 2, a group of daring Chainmail adventurers had formed, they
took upon themselves the awesome, and legally unfounded, task of adding their own ideas to those in the Chainmail
Supplement. Inspired by the ideas portrayed in J.R.R. Tolkien’s, “Lord of the Rings” series, this group, led by Dave
Arneson, dared to go where no conscious mind had gone before. Mostly through the efforts put forth by this group
what we know today as basic Dungeons and Dragons (published in 1972 by TSR) was brought forth into existence.3

In roleplaying under this system, many different worlds have arisen suck as Blackmoor, Greyhawk and
even Fred’s World. These unique worlds evolved in varying degrees with respects to many supplements released in
the last thirteen years. By now it may be said that no two worlds , under separate DMs, are exactly alike. Fred’s
World remained free of almost all printed modifications until this season.

In the past year Fred’s World has been fleshed out in ways unmentionable (that would be telling). The time
and effort that was put into this cosmos by player and DM alike have made it a less limited, more complete, and
unique system. Fred’s World (which is modified basic D&D 4 ) is an enjoyable fantasy realm where anything can
literally happen, and often does.

I wish to give thanks to those people who played a part in making Fred’s World what it is today. To the
original playtest group:  DAVE ARNESON, GREG SWENSON, STEVE ROCKFORD, ROSS MAKER, DAVID
WESLEY, JIM LAFARRIER, RICK JOHNSON, RICHARD SNIDER, JOHN SNIDER, SCOTT BELFREY, DAVE
BELFREY and DAVE FONT who founded with their minds a versatile gaming system capable of expressing the
wonderment locked within us all; and to others such as BILL CROWLEY, HARLEY GRANTHAM, TOM
THOMPSON, JOHN STANLEY, DUTCH GJERDAHL, SEAN WEEKES and JOSH BUNKER, who, over the
years, have played my world and expanded the mythos therein.

For the past year or so, the players of The Gang of Four have worked diligently with me to bring out this
edition of Fred’s World. In recognition of their toils, arguments, endless word processing, and general hard work, I
would like to give special thanks to GLENN KURKOSKY, CRAIG MARTIN, ANDREW SABOE and KEITH
WESTRUM.

For those of you out there I may have forgotten (some by choice) I wish to thank you for the hand you lent
in moving Fred’s World a little closer to completion.

Finally, you may also notice that this Handbook does not contain certain specialized information, like
spells, the cost of a sword, and so on. This information does exist, and it will be provided to the player as he or she
needs it. This has been done for two reasons. First, all players begin with a certain amount of starting equipment,
and do not immediately need to make purchases. Prices for specific items will be discovered at specific shops.
Second, each character class has been provided with a separate supplement containing the arcane knowledge which
that class has accumulated, and tends to guard from the other classes. This is to simulate the jealousy with which the
guilds watch over their membership, and maintain control over the knowledge that so many have worked for so long
to obtain.

I Thank You All,

Fred P. Funk III

1 "Chainmail" was created by Gary Gygax and Jeff Perren and originally published by Guidon Games in 1971. Tactical Studies
Rules, Inc. (TSR) did not publish the game until the 3rd edition in 1975.

2 This date is incorrect, preceding the releases of the materials previously mentioned. In 1968 the focus was likely on medieval
miniature wargaming.

3 Dungeons & Dragons was originally designed by Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson. The original D&D boxed set was first
published in 1974 by Tactical Studies Rules, Inc. (TSR) and was never called the "basic" set. The first basic rules set for D&D
was published in 1977.

4 As Fred only ever referenced the original 3 small books, and only rarely at that, this would be modified original D&D.




